




The Victorian High Country
Home of Euro Fireplaces

Euro Fireplaces was established in 2010 after the realisation  
that there was very little available on the Australian market  
that met the leading European standard of high efficiency and 
low emission wood heaters as well as the latest in style.

Our heaters are beautifully designed, using the latest in  
wood heating technologies; combining advanced systems  
such as fresh air intake, heat bank, natural convection and 
healthy heat release through radiant heat.

A Euro Fireplace represents the pinnacle of wood heating.



FLAWLESS DESIGN
Enjoy warm, glowing heat from leading 
European fireplace designers and 
manufacturers, including Thorma and Haas 
+ Sohn. Select traditional or contemporary 
designs, built-in or freestanding fireplaces – 
with a 48 month manufacturer’s warranty.

CLEAN, CAREFREE HEAT
European design makes lighting and maintain-
ing your fire effortless. Efficient burning keeps 
your fireplace and viewing glass clean while 
ash is reduced to a fine powder and simply falls 
into the removable ash tray. 



About Euro Fireplaces
Designed and manufactured in Europe, Euro Fireplaces are 
optimised for both Australian wood and heating conditions. 
Operating by natural convection, the most efficient method 
of wood heating, a correctly used Euro Fireplace will 
reduce wood usage by up to 60% compared to a traditional 
Australian wood heater. Convection allows Euro Fireplaces 
to gently move warm air throughout your house without the 
need for an electric fan.

This is aided by heat bank in form of ceramic or soapstone 
finish as well as optional additional heat storage bricks; 
these will retain heat for many hours even after the fire 
has gone out, providing a clean, prolonged burn. A fresh 
air intake system, available on most Euro Fireplaces, allows 
the heater to draw air needed for combustion from outside, 
resulting in an even more efficient burn that does not rely 
on oxygen from inside the house.

The future Australian target for wood heating emissions is 
below 1.5 grams per kilogram of wood burned. Currently 
available, Euro Fireplaces heaters range from as low as 
0.4 to 1.5 grams. Across the board, the efficiency of a Euro 
Fireplace is very high, sitting at around 70%.  

Using the latest in wood heating technology, a Euro 
Fireplace burns clean and efficient with minimal wood.  
It truly is the future of wood heating.

VALENCIA



ECONOMICAL TO YOUR POCKET  
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Euro Fireplaces delivers high efficiency rates and very low emissions, between 1.5 
grams and 0.4 grams. Natural convection combined with radiant heat eliminates the 
need for an electric fan and reduces wood consumption.

A range of design features means that a Euro Fireplace can reduce your fireplace 
heating bill by up to 60%. All Euro Fireplaces are tested to Australian Standards by  
HRL Technology and ASFT and internationally certified to the highest environmental 
and quality standards.

FALUN CERAMIC



WIESBADEN

IGNITE ATMOSPHERE  
IN ANY ROOM
Using the process of natural convection 
our heaters are able to create an airflow 
that can reach far into a home without the 
assistance of a fan.

Euro Fireplaces add more than designer 
looks and gentle warmth to your room.
European design helps meet a 6 plus star 
rating, which means longer lasting, clean 
heat from less wood.
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HEAT BANK TECHNOLOGY – THE HEALTHY HEAT                              
Heat bank provides healthy and clean overnight heating. Optional accumulation 
refractory concrete panels store heat, which is safely dispersed long after the fire  
has gone out.

Heat bank can be installed in a selection of Euro Fireplaces and some finishes, 
including stone and ceramic, provide heat bank.

Radiant heat (the healthy heat) works like the heat from the sun. It creates a feeling  
of instant warmth and well-being. Euro Fireplaces provide a combination of radiant 
and natural convection heat.

OLBIA



UPPSALA

FEATURES OF EURO FIREPLACES
Tile, stone and heat bank 
Provide long lasting heat storage, use less wood for more heat.  
Heat bank provides additional radiant heat in conjunction with natural convection.

Metal finished wood heaters 
Produce fast, extensive warm air convection throughout your house.

External air supply 
Enhances heating performance, especially in energy efficient houses.

Primary and secondary air controls 
Enable smaller logs to burn longer, hotter and cleaner; reducing wood consumption.

Euro Fireplaces’ clean burn technology provides clean, efficient combustion (even overnight).

Little ash, clean glass, cleaner flue, cleaner environment.



VERMICULITE 
LINING 

INDEPENDENT ASH 
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COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

CLEANER COMBUSTION
Cleaner heat that’s beautiful to watch. It’s all in the design.

Combustion chamber: Each Euro Fireplace features a strong steel casing. A cast iron 
grate, shaped for optimised airflow, provides superior combustion.

Vermiculite Lining: Vermiculite panels insulate the combustion chamber, reflecting heat so 
your room is warmed more effectively. The panels help sustain high burning temperatures, 
increasing burning efficiency while decreasing carbon emissions.  

USER FRIENDLY
An elevated fire box makes stoking easier while providing an enhanced view of your fire. A 
range of non-toxic designer coatings, finishes and colours add a wow factor and can 
effortlessly complement your existing palette. Clean burning reduces messy ash and the need 
to regularly polish your viewing window.

Optimised Regulation of Combustion Air 
Euro Fireplaces’ controlled regulation of combustion air means only one or two logs 
are required for maximum heat output. To make the lighting and operation of your Euro 
Fireplace effortless, the supply and regulation of combustion air is facilitated by a simple 
control mechanism. Both primary and secondary air are controlled by one or two regulators 
depending on the heater (refer to the operation manual) and are optimised for performance 
and efficiency.

Primary air – Used when lighting your fire.

Secondary air – Simply switch to this method of air supply once your fire is established. This 
will help to regulate the rate of combustion as well as creating an air wash that will keep the 
glass clean.

External Air Intake
An external air intake allows a wood fire to get the oxygen it needs without drawing air from 
inside the house. This option is available in most Euro Fireplaces, and is particularly beneficial 
in energy efficient homes.

Fast Heat Distribution
What’s the secret to Euro Fireplaces’ warmer, cleaner heat?  Natural convection. As the 
temperature inside the combustion chamber increases, warm air is pushed out through 
the vent on top of the heater. Cold air is drawn through the bottom vents and the process 
continues. A constant air movement is created, without the need for an electric fan.

COMBUSTION AIR 
CONTROLLER

STORAGE  
COMPARTMENT



CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT…
Protection 
All fireplaces must be placed on a non-combustible surface; a Euro 
Fireplaces granite hearth is a perfect match for our wood heaters.

Added Warmth 
Maximise heat distribution in style. Enhance airflow and efficiency with a 
Euro flue and heat shield.

Wood Trolley 
Take the effort out of transporting wood and re-stocking your fire  
with designer wood trolleys, exclusive to Euro Fireplaces.

Tools 
Master your fire with designer fire tools created exclusively for Euro 
Fireplaces.

Wood TrolleyFire Tools

ANDORRA EXCLUSIVE

Granite Hearth

Euro Flue



BULLER 
INSERT
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Wood Storage: Refers to a compartment 
underneath the heater, either a closed box or 
open space that is heatshielded to allow for 
wood or start-up material storage.

Riddle Grate: A shiftable grate on the base 
plate of the heater that allow easys movement 
of ash into the ash pan.

Optional Heat Bank: Heat storage materials 
such as refractory concrete or Magnesite that 
allows long term storage of heat to later be 
transferred by convection once the fire is out.

Pre-fitted Heat Bank: Heat storage in the 
form of exterior cladding such as ceramic tile 
or natural stone, though this may also include 
interior heat bank depending on the model.

cm

Log Size: Recommended maximum log length, 
denoted in centimetres. The logs also must 
have a width of roughly 10-12cm to allow 
for correct burning. Larger logs will burn 
inefficiently, creating creosote build-ups and 
wood wastage.

kg/hr

Wood Consumption: The amount of wood 
normally required to maintain the heater 
at maximum temperature with a clean and 
efficient burn. Denoted in kilograms per hour. 

cm

Fresh Air Intake: Most heaters have the  
option of a fresh air intake. This allows 
the heater to draw the oxygen needed for 
combustion from outside, maintaining the 
air quality inside the house and ensuring the 
heater has a consistent supply of oxygen. 
Recommended for high star homes.

Heat Bank = Wood Savings
Many of Euro Fireplaces heaters’ come with heat bank. On 
some heaters heat bank is pre-fitted whilst some can be 
fitted as optional.

Some models come with a heavy soapstone or ceramic tile 
finish; these finishes are also regarded as heat bank.

Heat bank will prolong the time embers will stay active as 
well as retaining heat once embers have gone out.  
Heavier  heaters (more thermal mass) will 
stay hotter for longer.

Heat bank also provides a clean, 
environmentally friendly prolonged burn as 
well as substantial wood savings.

Burn Time
Falun HB 6 hrs+
Buller 7 hrs+
Falun Ceramic HB 7 hrs+
Landshut 7 hrs+
Andorra HB 6 hrs+
Andorra Exclusive HB 6 hrs+
Cadiz Serpentino 8 hrs+
Atika HB 8 hrs+
Olbia HB 8 hrs+
Uppsalla HB 9 hrs+

A B C D E
Milano 425* 540 475 300 200
Kiruna 250 300 250 300 200
Falun 250 300 250 300 200
Wiesbaden 250 1200 N/A 300 200
Falun Ceramic 250 300 250 300 200
Landshut 250 300 250 300 200
Andorra 250 550 170 300 200
Andorra Exc. 250 550 170 300 200
Cadiz Serp. 250 550 170 300 200
Atika 250 550 170 300 200
Olbia 140 350 210 300 200
Uppsala 325 600 325 450 100
Buller 250 500 270 600 110
Pallazza 250 300 170 150 200

Clearances
Clearances for Euro Fireplaces are tested to 
the Australian standard by HRL and ASFT, 
and refer to the minimum distance the 
heater must be installed from a combustible 
wall, the hearth requirements, as well as the 
minimum distance allowable to combustible 
materials such as furniture or other items 
that can be damaged by high levels of heat.

* including 200mm flue junction

*For detailed clearance, hearth and flue positioning diagrams please visit our website
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014

FALUN CERAMIC
Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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LANDSHUT
Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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Milano Falun Wiesbaden Falun Ceramic Landshut
Weight 70 Kg 105 Kg 110 Kg 136 Kg 137 Kg
Output Range 2.5 - 7.5 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw
Heating Capacity 100 - 140 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2

Efficiency AUS / EU 64% / 79% 72% / 82% 72% / 79% 73% / 82% 73% / 82%
Flue Outlet / Length 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m
Emissions 1.4 g / hr 1.3 g 1.5 g 1.3 g 1.3 g
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OLBIA
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ANDORRA exclusive
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
ATIKA
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ANDORRA
Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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CADIZ serpentino
Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014 Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014
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Andorra Andorra Exclusive Cadiz Serpentino Atika Olbia Uppsala Buller Valencia Pallazza
Weight 110 Kg 110 Kg 183 Kg 188 Kg 200 Kg 309 Kg 122 Kg 75 Kg 95 Kg
Output Range 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 5 - 14 Kw 5 - 14 Kw 6 - 17 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 2.4 - 8.3 Kw
Heating Capacity 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 190 - 280 m2 190 - 280 m2 200 - 280 m2 170 - 240 m2 160 m2

Efficiency AUS / EU 67% / 82% 67% / 82% 67% / 81% 67% / 81% 70% / 81% 70% / 81% 61% / 76% 73% / 82% 90%
Flue Outlet / Length 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 150 mm / 4m 80 mm / 1-4m
Emissions 0.8 g 0.8 g 0.8 g 0.8 g 1.5 g 1.5 g 1.4 g 0.4 g 0.2 g

BULLER / BULLER insert

VALENCIA insert

PALLAZZA pellet heater
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Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014

Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014

Tested to AS/NZS 4012,4013:2014

2

Standard minimum measurements for the  
Buller and Valencia inserts.

Built with Skamotec 225, this vented hotbox allows 
for a well insulated, highly efficient inbuilt fireplace.
For more information please refer to our inbuilt guide.
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Milano Kiruna Falun Wiesbaden Falun Ceramic Landshut Andorra
Weight 70 Kg 85 Kg 105 Kg 110 Kg 136 Kg 137 Kg 110 Kg
Output Range 2.5 - 7.5 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw
Heating Capacity 100 - 140 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2
Efficiency AUS / EU 64% / 79% 72% / 82% 72% / 82% 72% / 79% 72% / 82% 72% / 82% 67% / 82%
Fuel Consumption 1.3 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr
Log Size 25cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm
External Air Supply - 10cm 10cm 10cm 10cm 10cm 10cm
Emissions 1.4 g 1.3 g 1.3 g 1.5 g 1.3 g 1.5 g 0.8 g

FAQ
Why is there no fan?
Euro Fireplaces work by natural convection; cold air is drawn into the heater through channels on both sides. As the cold air is heated, warm air is vented from the 
top of the heater, creating a gentle circulation throughout the house. As warm air cools it returns to the heater; within a short time the returning air will get warmer 
and warmer, allowing the heater to operate with less fuel. Ideally this cycle should not be broken by losing warm air through ceiling vents or by cold air being able to 
enter the house via gaps under doors. On top of natural convection our heaters also produce radiant heat. This heat is often called the “healthy heat”, similar to sun 
heat where 18 degrees seems like 23 degrees. The more heat bank you have in your fireplace, the more radiant heat will be produced. In the past, fan forced radiant 
heaters were necessary to cope with leaky houses. Now that we are adding insulation to existing homes as well as building new homes with excellent insulation, 
natural convection is the most efficient wood heating system.

How much less wood can I expect to use?
With correct operation and wood size, you should be using up to 60% less wood when compared to a traditional fan forced wood heater. This is due to many 
elements of the design, including the use of natural convection, vermiculite linings, primary and secondary air inlets and heat bank technology.

Where are the heaters made?
Euro Fireplaces are made by leading German and Austrian heater manufacturers Thorma and Haas+Sohn, both established over 100 years ago. In Australia the 
heaters are sold under the Euro Fireplaces umbrella; standing for high quality, high efficiency and low emissions. The factories for these manufacturers are in 
Germany, Austria, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.

What is the warranty?
Euro Fireplaces have a standard European manufacturer’s warranty of 24 months. This is extended by Euro Fireplaces with an extra 24 months of conditional 
warranty giving a total of 48 months. With correct operation and installation, very little can go wrong with these heaters.

Do Euro Fireplaces work for every house?
In general yes, however if you have a less insulated leaky house, the heater will need more energy (firewood) than it would with better insulation, but still less than a 
conventional fan forced heater. For non-insulated spaces (sheds and/or alfresco areas), a radiant or fan forced heater may be more effective.

Does the glass stay clean?
With correct operation the glass should always stay clean. Continuously dirty glass indicates a problem either with installation, firewood quality/size, or operation 
(please note, the glass will get dusty on the inside but should not turn black or brown).

Comparison



Andorra Exc. Cadiz Serp. Atika Olbia Uppsala Buller Valencia Pallazza
110 Kg 183 Kg 188 Kg 200 Kg 309 Kg 122 Kg 75 Kg 95 Kg

4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 5 - 14 Kw 5 - 14 Kw 6 - 17 Kw 4 - 12 Kw 2.4 - 8.3 Kw
170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 170 - 240 m2 190 - 280 m2 190 - 280 m2 200 - 280 m2 170 - 240 m2 160 m2

67% / 82% 67% / 81% 67% / 81% 70% / 81% 70% / 81% 61% / 78% 73% / 82% 90%
1.8 Kg/hr 2 Kg/hr 2 Kg/hr 2 Kg/hr 2 Kg/hr 2 Kg/hr 1.8 Kg/hr -

33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 45cm 33cm -
10cm 10cm 10cm 10cm N/A 10cm 10cm 6cm
0.8 g 0.8 g 0.8 g 1.5 g 1.5 g 1.4 g 0.4 g 0.2 g

What is heat bank?
Heat bank is a dense material that stores thermal energy (heat) and releases it slowly, even after the heat source (fire) is no longer producing heat. Heat bank can be 
added to most Euro Fireplaces in the form of refractory concrete or Magnesite, sitting between the inner and outer wall of the heater. It can also come in the form of 
naturally heat absorbing soapstone, sandstone or ceramic tiles. More heat bank will result in longer burn times, more radiant heat and even lower wood usage.

Does the flue and installation differ to traditional wood heaters?
The flue and installation is standard in Australia. We prefer the use of a single heat shield instead of a perforated second flue. The single heat shield is designed to 
reflect heat from the flue back into the room instead of channelling heat into the ceiling via a perforated flue. The only difference between installing a Euro Fireplace 
and any other heater is the length of the flue (4m for a Euro vs 3.6m for another brand).

Do they burn overnight?
Yes, but not in the way that most people are familiar with. Shutting the heater down for long periods of time, in the process blackening the glass and building up 
creosote in the flue, is both dangerous and no longer an acceptable practice as it severely increases emissions. Most Euro Fireplaces can retain coals between 6 to 
8 hours depending on the heat bank of the particular model. The correct overnight air setting is important. Depending on density and the size of the log, more or 
less air is required. The right air setting allows the heater to just have enough airflow to keep the log gently burning for many hours, at the same time retaining clean 
glass. Heat bank will help this process, as not only is the stored heat slowly released over a long period of time, but the heat bank also protects the firebox, keeping 
coals hot for longer.

What is Vermiculite?
Vermiculite is a naturally occurring, heat reflective mineral compressed into panels, which are used in place of firebricks. It insulates and protects the metal firebox 
from the heat created by the fire, and the baffle (top plate) stops heat being lost through the flue. The Vermiculite lining in the combustion chamber also reflects 
the heat produced by burning wood back into the fire, bringing the firebox temperature to drastically higher levels, allowing for highly efficient combustion and very 
clean burning. Because the firebox is fully lined with Vermiculite, the radiant heat through the glass door is very strong and can be felt within minutes of lighting the 
fire. This push of heat onto the glass (combined with good burning practices and the secondary air inlet) contributes to the glass staying clean.

What is the steel thickness of the heaters?
Depending on the section of the heater, the steel thickness varies from 4mm upwards. The thickness of the steel is optimized for use with vermiculite to ensure a 
quick heat release after starting the fire. Thicker steel or cast iron does result in slower and less efficient transfer of heat from the firebox to the air.



DesigneD & Built By europe’s leaDing Fireplace ManuFacturers

Euro Fireplaces, Head Office
165 Mt. Buller Rd, Mansfield, VIC 3722
1300 733 705 – 03 5779 1988
info@eurofireplaces.com.au
eurofireplaces.com.au 

Euro Fireplaces, Lilydale
119 Beresford Rd, Lilydale VIC 3140
03 9739 4682

BULLER

Euro Fireplaces, Adelaide
Shop 5, Bell Tower Centre
340 South Road, Richmond, SA 5033
08 8234 9783 
info@eurofireplacesadelaide.com.au
eurofireplacesadelaide.com.au

Euro Fireplaces has dealers all across 
Australia including Victoria,New South Wales, 
Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania. 
Please visit the distributors page on our website 
for more information.


